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Abstract

Recently, LaMacchia, Lauter and Mityagin proposed the extended Canetti-Krawczyk (eCK) model
for Authenticated Key Exchange (AKE) protocols that covers many attacks on existing models. An
ID-based AKE protocol with Perfect Forward Secrecy (PFS) (respectively Master Perfect Forward
Secrecy (MPFS)) ensures that revelation of the static keys of the parties (respectively the master
secret key of the private key generator), must not compromise even a single bit of the session keys of
the past sessions between the parties. Currently, to the best of our knowledge, there is no ID-based
eCK secure single round AKE protocol with either PFS or MPFS. In our preliminary version [18]
we have proposed, without proofs, ID-based eCK secure single round AKE protocols with PFS and
MPFS in the random oracle model. To achieve this, we also have constructed ID-based eCK secure
single round AKE protocols, one without Master Forward Secrecy (MFS) and one with MFS, almost
at the same computational cost as the existing efficient ID-based eCK Secure Single Round AKE
protocols. In this full version, we provide proofs to show that all of our protocols are secure under
the Gap Bilinear Diffie-Hellman (GBDH) problem.

Keywords: Authenticated Key Exchange, ID-based cryptography, eCK-secure, perfect forward se-
crecy

1 Introduction

Authenticated key exchange is a cryptographic primitive that plays an important role in secure commu-
nication. Key establishment (KE) is a primitive which allows two or more parties to establish a common
key called a session key, which they can use for secure communication. If a common session key is
established by two parties Ui and U j and no other parties learn the established session key, then the KE
protocol is called an authenticated key exchange protocol.

Diffie and Hellman in [8] introduced peer-to-peer key exchange protocol. But it suffers from the
man-in-the-middle attack because of lack of user authentication. This issue is addressed by combining
key agreement protocol and certificate based digital signature to achieve authenticated key agreement.
But the weakness of the certificate based key agreement protocol is to keep all the desired certificates in a
secure place, namely, with the certificate authority. In 1984, Shamir [20] proposed an alternative idea of
ID-based primitives, where the public key is the identity. The corresponding private key is generated by
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a trusted third party designated as private key generator (PKG). Thus, the identity-based cryptosystems
[1, 19] simplify the process of key management.

Currently, many identity-based key agreement protocols using pairings have been proposed [13, 21,
16, 4, 23, 3, 5, 22, 10, 9]. A few have been proposed [12, 17, 10, 9] that are claimed to be eCK Secure.

The eCK model proposed by LaMacchia, Lauter and Mityagin does not cover the Perfect Forward
Secrecy and the Master Perfect Forward Secrecy. An AKE protocol with PFS [11, 7], ensures that even
if the static keys of parties are revealed by the active adversary (unlike weak PFS), the session keys of
the past sessions between the parties are not compromised. In other words, the adversary is allowed to
reveal the static keys of the parties but after the completion of the test session by the parties. Similarly,
an ID-based AKE with MPFS protects the session keys of the past sessions even if the master secret key
is exposed to the adversary. Here, the adversary is actively involved in choosing the message of its own
choice (unlike MFS). The adversary is not permitted to query the ephemeral keys for the test session and
its matching session.

Using some authentication mechanism, e.g., signature scheme, one round eCK secure AKE protocol
with PFS may be possible as was pointed out by Cas Cremers et al. [7]. Huang et al. in [11] stated,
following the observation of LaMacchia et al. in [14], that the generic signature scheme is not adequate
for one round eCK secure AKE protocol with PFS. In fact, an adversary against one round AKE protocol
using randomized signature scheme may learn the static key if the adversary reveals these random coins
and impersonates the honest party. This requires that the signature scheme must be deterministic for this
purpose. Another requirement is that the static key of the AKE protocol should commute with the static
key of the hired signature scheme. All these are in the PKI setting.

On the other hand, in the ID-based setting, managing one round eCK security with either PFS or
MPFS is harder since static keys of the parties are connected via the master secret key. Till date, to the
best our knowledge, there is no ID-based eCK secure single round AKE protocol with either PFS or
MPFS. Therefore, any ID-based eCK secure single round AKE protocol with either PFS or MPFS will
be a welcome addition to the list of the existing schemes.

1.1 Our Contribution

In our preliminary version [18], we have proposed eCK secure ID-based single round AKE protocols,
Π2 with PFS and Π4,Π5,Π6 with MPFS from the GBDH problem. For achieving this, we have also
constructed eCK secure ID-based single round AKE protocols, Π1 without MFS and Π3 with MFS,
at almost the same computational cost as the existing efficient eCK secure ID-based AKE protocols.
(For detailed comparison, see Table 1). In [18] no proofs were provided. In this full version, we have
provided all the proofs to show that all these AKE protocols are secure under the GBDH problem. The
main challenging task seems to be to define the ephemeral public key and pre-session key components
(i.e., the part to be hashed to compute the final session key), so that the hard problem can be solved by
these pre-session key components if a PPT adversary breaks this protocol.
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Table 1: Efficiency Comparison

Protocol Pre-Comp Post-Comp eCK Security MFS PFS MPFS Assmpn
Chow−Choo1[5] – 1P+3SM+2A X X X X BDH
Chow−Choo2[5] – 1P+5SM+2A X X X X MBDH
Huang−Cao [12] – 2P+3SM+4A X X X X BDH
A. Fu jioka et al.[10, 9] IP 1P+3SM+2A X X X X GBDH
Our Scheme Π1 1P 1P+1SM+2E X X X X GBDH
Our Scheme Π2 1P 1P+1SM+2E X X X X GBDH
Our Scheme Π3 1P 1P+3SM+2E X X X X GBDH
Our Scheme Π4 2P 2P+3SM+2E+1O X X X X GBDH
Our Scheme Π5 1P 2P+3SM+1E+1O X X X X GBDH
Our Scheme Π6 1P 3P+3SM+1E X X X X GBDH

To explain the computational cost we use some notation: P for bilinear pairing, SM for scalar multi-
plication on G, A for addition of two points of the bilinear group G, E for exponentiation in GT and O
stands for decisional bilinear Diffie-Hellman test. Pre-Comp stands for the pre-computation i.e., the com-
putations before choosing the ephemeral key (i.e., independent of ephemeral key). Post-Comp denotes
the rest of the computations. Note that in PFS and MPFS, the adversary is actively involved, whereas, in
wPFS and MFS, it is passive. Assmpn stands for Hardness Assumption.

1.2 Related Work

Two efficient ID-based AKE protocols based on their challenge response signature technique were pro-
posed by Chow et al. [5]. They claimed that their protocol supports Session Key Reveal queries in all
cases and Ephemeral Key Reveal queries in almost all cases, except for the sessions owned by the peer
of the test session. Therefore, their schemes neither support the CK model nor the eCK model, as in both
the models, the adversary is allowed to make the Ephemeral Key Reveal queries for all sessions except
for test session and its matching session.

Huang et al. [12] first proposed an ID-based AKE protocol using pairing which is provably secure in
the eCK model (that includes MFS) under the BDH assumption. The main non-trivial task in simulation
of the eCK model is to consistently answer the Session Key Reveal queries, final hash oracle queries and
Ephemeral Secret Reveal queries without knowing the static key i.e. the long term secret key. They used
a technique called the TRAPDOOR Test to handle the above queries rather than using the Gap-CDH
assumption.

An eCK secure ID-Based AKE protocol with MFS was proposed by A. Fujioka et al. [10] under the
GBDH problem. Performance wise, it is almost the same as [12] except, in [12], 4 addition operations
are involved and the static key consists of 2 group elements, whereas in [10], 2 addition operations are
involved and the static key consists of a single group element. Later, A. Fujioka et al. in [9] extend this
result using asymmetric pairing.

A provably eCK secure ID-based AKE protocol based on the same technique as Huang et al was
constructed by Ni et al. [17]. However, they claimed that by some pre-computation (or off-line compu-
tation), the session key computation time can be reduced. But the total computation cost is very high as
it requires six pairing computations.
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1.3 Organization

This paper is organized as follows. We provide a brief background on Bilinear Pairing and eCK security
model in Section 2. The proposed ID-based AKE protocols and their security are discussed in Section 3.
Finally, we conclude the work in Section 4.

2 Preliminaries

Notation For a set X , x R←− X denotes that x is randomly picked from X according to the distribution
R. Likewise, x U←− X indicates x is uniformly selected from X . poly stands for polynomial.

2.1 Bilinear Pairing

A prime order bilinear pairing groups are a tuple (q,G,GT ,e), where q is prime, G and GT are cyclic
groups of prime order q and e : G×G→GT is an efficiently computable map such that

1. (Bilinear) ∀P,Q ∈G,a,b ∈ Zq,e(aP,bQ) = e(P,Q)ab

2. (Non-degenerate) ∃P ∈G such that e(P,P) has order q in GT

2.2 Diffie-Hellman Problems

Computational Diffie-Hellman (CDH) Problem: Given P,aP and bP ∈G, it is hard to compute abP ∈
G.

Computational Bilinear Diffie-Hellman (BDH) Problem: Given P,aP,bP,cP∈G, it is hard to compute
e(P,P)abc

Decisional Bilinear Diffie-Hellman (DBDH) Problem: It is hard to distinguish the BDH tuple
(P,aP,bP,cP,e(P,P)abc) from a tuple (P,aP,bP,cP,e(P,P)r), where r is randomly chosen.

Gap Bilinear Diffie-Hellman (GBDH) Problem [15] : Given a tuple (P,aP,bP,cP) as input, it is hard to
compute e(P,P)abc with the help of a DBDH oracle, ODBDH which for given tuple
(P,xP,yP,zP,κ) ∈G4×GT , answers “true” if κ = e(P,P)xyz else “false”.

The advantage of an adversary, A breaking this GBDH problem is defined as

AdvGBDH
A (λ ) := Pr[a,b,c U←− Zq, A ODBDH(.,.,)(P,aP,bP,cP) = BDH(P,aP,bP,cP)]

where the security parameter λ defines the size of the bilinear groups.

2.3 Security Model ([18])

In the Canetti-Krawczyk [2] security model (CK-model) for AKE, the adversary is allowed to reveal the
session state information but not the test session and its matching session. In the extended-CK (eCK)
[14] security model (defined in PKI-setting), the adversary is given full power in revealing both static and
ephemeral keys without trivially breaking the session. The eCK model captures many security features
that are not covered by any single model, viz, weak perfect forward security (wPFS), key-compromise
impersonation (KCI) attack, leakage of ephemeral keys attack etc. However, Cas Cremers first showed
in [6] that the CK model and the eCK model are formally and practically incomparable. They provide for
each model some attacks on the protocols from the literature that are not captured by the other models.
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Huang et al. [12] first, formalized the eCK model in the ID-Based setting, where it includes an additional
attack, viz, master forward secrecy. Here, we separate out the MFS part from the eCK model due to
Huang et al. [12] and we handle it separately, i.e., our eCK model is inspired by the original eCK model
of [14].

Let U = {Ui : i = 1, · · · ,n} be the set of parties with each party Ui having an identity IDi being a
probabilistic polynomial-time (PPT) Turing machine. The protocol may run between any two of these
parties. Each party may execute a polynomial number of protocol instances (sessions) in parallel with
other parties. For each party Ui, there exists a public key Qi that can be derived from its identity IDi

using hash function H1. Let Commi and Comm j be the outgoing messages, consist of ephemeral public
key(s) and/or authentication tag from Ui and U j respectively.

Let Πt
i j be a completed session run between the parties Ui and U j. Let sid stand for session identifier.

It is defined as sid := (Commi,Comm j, IDi, ID j), where Commi and Comm j are defined as earlier, IDi

is the owner of the session, ID j is peer. A session Πι
ji is said to be a matching session of Πt

i j if Πι
ji is

completed and has sid of the form (Comm j,Commi, ID j, IDi).
The adversary A modelled here, is a PPT Turing machine which has full control on the communi-

cation network over which protocol messages can be altered, injected or eavesdropped at any time. The
security of a protocol Π is defined as an adaptive game between the parties Ui and the adversary A . This
game executes in two phases. In the first phase to capture possible leakage of private information, the
adversary is provided with the capability of asking the following additional oracle queries in any order.

EphemeralSecretReveal(Πt
i j): The adversary A is given the ephemeral secret used in session Πt

i j. This
could be possible if the session-specific secret information is stored in insecure memory, or if the
random number generator of the party be guessed.

SessionKeyReveal(Πt
i j): A is given the session key for Πt

i j, provided that the session holds a session
key.

Long-termSecretReveal(Ui): A obtains the long term secret key of Ui.

EstablishParty(Ui): The adversary A can register IDi on behalf of the party Ui. In this case, A obtains
the long term secret key of Ui.

Send(Πt
i j,m): The adversary’s ability of controlling the communication network is modelled by the Send

query. Here, the adversary sends a message m to party Ui in the tth session Πt
i j on behalf of party

U j and gets responses from Ui according to the protocol specification.

The adversary begins the second phase of the game by choosing a fresh session Πt
i j and issuing a

Test(Πt
i j) query, where the fresh session and test query are defined as follows:

Definition 2.1. (Fresh session) A session Πt
i j executed by an honest party Ui with another party U j is

said to be fresh if none of the following conditions hold:

1. U j is engaged in session Πι
ji matching to Πt

i j and the adversary A reveals the session key of Πt
i j

or Πι
ji.

2. U j is engaged in session Πι
ji matching to Πt

i j and A issues either both the Long-term secret key
of Ui and the ephemeral secret of Πt

i j, or both the Long-term secret key of U j and the ephemeral
secret of Πι

ji.

3. No session matching to Πt
i j exists and the adversary A reveals either the Long-term secret key of

U j or both the static keys of Ui and the ephemeral secret of Πt
i j.
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Definition 2.2. (Test Πt
i j Query:) On the Test Query, a bit b∈ {0,1} is randomly chosen. The session key

is given to the adversary A , if b = 0, otherwise a uniformly chosen random value from the distribution
of valid session keys is returned to A . Only one query of this form is allowed for the adversary. Of
course, after the Test(Πt

i j) query has been issued, the adversary can continue querying provided that the
test session Πt

i j is fresh. A outputs his guess b′ in the test session. An adversary wins the game if the
selected test session is fresh and if he guesses the challenge correctly i.e., b′ = b. Thus the adversary’s
advantage in winning the game is defined as

AdvΠ

A (λ ) = |Pr[A wins]−1/2|

Definition 2.3. (eCK Security). An authenticated key exchange protocol is said to be secure (in the eCK
model) if matching sessions compute the same session keys and for any PPT adversary A the advantage
in winning the above game is negligible.

Definition 2.4. (Master Forward Secrecy). An authenticated key exchange protocol is said to be secure
with MFS if the definition 2.3 still holds even after the adversary is allowed to learn the master secret
key1.

Definition 2.5. (Perfect Forward Secrecy). An authenticated key exchange protocol is said to be secure
with PFS if the definition 2.3 still holds even when the adversary is allowed to learn the static keys of the
owner and peer but after the completion of the test session.

Definition 2.6. (Master Perfect Forward Secrecy). An authenticated key exchange protocol is said to be
secure with MPFS if the definition 2.3 still holds even when the adversary is allowed to learn the master
secret key but after the completion of the test session.

3 Identity-Based Single Round Authenticated Key Exchange Protocols

We propose below eCK secure ID-based AKE protocols with different additional features, viz, Π1
without MFS, Π2 with PFS, Π3 with MFS and Π4,Π5,Π6 with Master PFS. Although, the protocols
Π4,Π5,Π6 achieve the same security, but they have different computational cost analysis as given in
Table 1. The security of all these protocols rely on the GBDH problem. All the protocols presented here
are based on the structure of Chow et al. [5].

3.1 eCK Secure ID-Based AKE Protocol without MFS (Π1)

Here we present our basic ID-based eCK secure AKE protocol without MFS from the GBDH problem.
The efficiency of the protocol is comparable to the existing protocols. A tabular representation of the
protocol Π1 is given in Table 2.

Setup(1λ ): Let G be a bilinear group of prime order q, and let P be a generator of G. In addition, let
e : G×G→GT denote the bilinear map. Let λ be the security parameter that will determine the size of
the groups. Let H1 : {0,1}?→G and H : {0,1}?→{0,1}µ , where µ = poly(λ ), be hash functions. The
PKG chooses s U←−Zq as MSK. Then, it declares the public parameters as PP := {G,GT ,e,P,sP,H,H1}
KeyGen(PP,MSK, IDA): It first computes the public key of the party IDA as QA := H1(IDA). Then, it
sets the long term secret key of the party IDA as SKA = sQA.
KeyAgreement: The following is the description of a single round ID-based key exchange protocol
between two parties with identities IDA and IDB.
1In definition 2.4, A is passive in the test session, otherwise A itself chooses an ephemeral key of the test session and trivially
computes the session key
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Table 2: Our eCK secure ID-Based AKE Protocol without MFS (Π1)

IDA IDB

QA := H1(IDA),SKA := sQA QB := H1(IDB),SKB := sQB

Pre-Comp: gs
2 := e(SKA,QB) Pre-Comp: gs

2 := e(SKB,QA)

ηA
U←− Zq, αA := ηAQA ηB

U←− Zq, αB := ηBQB

CommA := (αA)−−−−−−−−−−−−−>
<−−−−−−−−−−−−−CommB := (αB)

gsηB
2 := e(SKA,αB) gsηA

2 := e(SKB,αA)
κAB := (gs

2)
ηA .gsηB

2 , σAB := (gsηB
2 )ηA κBA := gsηA

2 .(gs
2)

ηB , σBA := (gsηA
2 )ηB

SNAB := H(κAB, σAB, P, sP, sid) SNBA := H(κBA, σBA, P, sP, sid)
sid := (CommA,CommB, IDA, IDB)

Pre-Computation : Let g2 := e(QA,QB). The parties IDA and IDB respectively compute
gs

2 := e(SKA,QB) and gs
2 := e(SKB,QA). (This is independent of ephemeral key)

Post-Computation : The party IDA picks an ephemeral key ηA
U←− Zq and sends the ephemeral public

key αA := ηAQA to IDB. Similarly, the party IDB sends the ephemeral public key αB := ηBQB to
IDA. Upon receiving the message CommB = αB from IDB, the party IDA computes the pre-session
key components as gsηA

2 := (gs
2)

ηA , gsηB
2 := e(SKA,αB), κAB := gsηA

2 .gsηB
2 = gs(ηA+ηB)

2 , σAB :=
(gsηB

2 )ηA = gsηAηB
2 . Finally, IDA computes the session key as SNAB := H(κAB, σAB, P, sP, sid),

where the session identifier sid is given by (CommA,CommB, IDA, IDB). Similarly, Upon receiving
the message CommA = αA from IDA, the party IDB computes the pre-session key components as
gsηB

2 := (gs
2)

ηB , gsηA
2 := e(SKB,αA), κBA := gsηA

2 .gsηB
2 = gs(ηA+ηB)

2 , σBA := (gsηA
2 )ηB = gsηAηB

2 and
the session key is computed as SNBA := H(κBA, σBA, P, sP, sid).

Theorem 3.1. The proposed Protocol Π1 is eCK secure, provided the GBDH assumption holds for
(G,GT ,e,q) and H,H1 are treated as random oracles.

Proof. Let A be an eCK PPT adversary against the given AKE protocol (Π1). We establish a PPT algo-
rithm S , called Simulator, which takes an instance of GBDH problem from the challenger C . Modeling
H,H1 as random oracles, S solves the GBDH problem by employing the advantage of an adversary A
in breaking the AKE protocol. Since, the session key is computed as SN := H(κ,σ ,P,sP,sid) and H is
treated as random oracle, the adversary A has only two ways to distinguish the session key SN from a
random string.

1. Forging Attack: At some point the adversary A queries the tuple (κ,σ ,P,sP,sid) on the oracle H.

2. Key-replication attack: The adversary A forces the establishment of another session with the same
session key as the test session.

Since, each time ephemeral keys are chosen randomly, so, distinct AKE sessions must have distinct
tuples on H. Therefore, any two different sessions never have the same session key unless the oracle H
produces collisions. Hence, Key-replication attack is impossible if the oracle H produces no collisions.

The behavior of the simulation is based on the guess of the test session and the strategy that the
adversary A adopts. Let λ denote the security parameters. Assume that the adversary can activate at
most ε := poly(λ ) honest parties and at most δ := poly(λ ) sessions in each party. S guesses that with
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probability at least 1/ε2, the adversary A will choose one party with identity IDi = IDA to be owner of
the possible test session and other party ID j = IDB as it’s peer. With probability at least 1/δ , S always
guesses that A will select Πt

i j as the test session. During answering the test query, if the test session
chosen by A does not match with the guess of S , the simulator S aborts the game. Otherwise S

chooses r U←− {0,1}µ and gives to the adversary A .
To handle the oracles H and H1, S maintains the lists H list and H list

1 respectively. The entries in the

lists H list and H list
1 are of the form (κ,σ ,P,sP,sid) and (IDi, ti,Qi = H1(IDi)) respectively, where ti

U←−
Zq and sid = (Commi,Comm j, IDi, ID j). The simulator also maintains a list SNlist whose entries are of
the form (sid,SN) and this list will be updated during the Send queries. Through out this simulation, we
assume that IDA is the initiator and IDB is the responder, as the reverse case can be handled in a similar
manner.

According to the definition of fresh session, the Forging Attack can be divided into the following
complementary cases (using the proof strategy of [12]):

• Case 1: No honest party owns a matching session to the test session. According to the fresh session
definition, A is not allowed to learn the static secret key SKB of IDB. So, two possible cases may
arise.

– Case 1.1: The adversary is not allowed to learn the ephemeral key of IDA. In this case A
may query for SKA.

– Case 1.2: The adversary is not permitted to learn the static key SKA of IDA. In this case A
may query for the ephemeral key of IDA.

• Case 2: There is a honest party who owns the matching session to the test session.

– Case 2.1: The adversary is not allowed to learn both the ephemeral key of IDA and the static
key SKB of IDB. (This is easier as compared to Case 1.1, so it is left to the readers)

– Case 2.2: The adversary is not allowed to learn both the static key SKA of IDA and the static
key SKB of IDB. (This is easier as compared to Case 1.2, so it is left to the readers)

– Case 2.3: The adversary is not permitted to learn both the static key SKA of IDA and the
ephemeral key of IDB. (This is Analogous to Case 2.1)

– Case 2.4: The adversary is not permitted to learn both the ephemeral key of IDA and the
ephemeral key of IDB.

Case 1.1: In this case, the simulator S receives an instance, Q, U = aQ, V = bQ, W = sQ of GBDH
problem for (G,GT ,e,q) from the challenger C . With the help of an adversary A against this AKE pro-
tocol, S solves (computes e(Q,Q)abs) the GBDH problem. S sets implicitly MSK = {s}(s is unknown
to S ). It chooses p U←− Zq and publishes PP := {e : G×G→GT ,P = p Q ,sP = p W ,H,H1}.

• H1(IDi): As said earlier, S maintains a list H list
1 which is initially empty and whose entries are of

the form (IDi, ti,Qi). S searches IDi in the list H list
1 to find a tuple (IDi, ti,Qi) containing IDi.

– If it is already there, then S returns the stored value Qi to A .

– Otherwise, if IDi = IDA, S responds Q to the adversary A and inserts the new tuple

(A,null,QA = Q ) into the list H list
1 .

– Otherwise, if IDi = IDB, S sends V to the adversary A and inserts the new tuple
(B,null,QB = V ) into the list H list

1 .
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– Otherwise, S picks a scalar ti
U←− Zq and sets Qi = H1(IDi) = ti Q and then updates the list

H list
1 by inserting (IDi, ti,Qi).

• H(κ,σ ,P,sP,sid): The simulator S maintains a list H list which is initially empty and whose
entries are of the form (κ,σ ,P,sP,sid,SN). S can handle the usual queries on H (as he knows
the static key SKi(6= SKB)) except for the tuples of the form (κ,σ ,P,sP,sid), where
sid = (CommC,CommB, IDB, IDC), IDC is IDB’s peer and may be a fictitious party fully controlled
by A . S searches the tuple (κ,σ ,P,sP,sid) in the list H list .

– If it is already there, then S returns the stored value SN to A .

– Otherwise, it checks the consistency of the pre-session key components κ and σ correspond-
ing to sid. Note that S does not know the static key of IDB, but still he can check the
validity of κ and σ with the help of gap i.e., the decision oracle of GBDH as follows: let
CommC = αC = ηCQC and CommB = αB = ηBQB. It first, checks κ/e(SKC,αB)

?
= σ1/ηB and

then, checks DBDH(QC,αB = ηBQB,αC = ηCQC,SKC = sQC,σ)
?
= 1

∗ If both the relations hold, then it searches sid into the list SNlist to get a tuple (sid,SN).

· If it is not in SNlist , then S chooses SN U←−{0,1}µ and replies the value SN to A
and updates the list H list with the new entry (κ,σ ,P,sP,sid,SN).
· If it is in the list SKlist as a tuple (sid,SN), then returns the stored value SN to the

adversary A and inserts the new tuple (κ,σ ,P,sP,sid,SN) into the list H list .

∗ else, S chooses SN U←−{0,1}µ and replies the value SN to A and updates the list H list

with the new entry (κ,σ ,P,sP,sid,SN).

• EstablishParty(IDi): In this case, S registers the IDi on behalf of A . S searches the tuple of the
form (IDi, ti,Qi) in the list H list

1 and returns the long term secret key SKi = ti W to the adversary
A .

• Long-termSecretReveal(IDi):

– If IDi = IDB, S aborts.

– Otherwise, if IDi = IDA, S returns SKA := W to A .

– Otherwise, S searches IDi in the list H list
1 to find the tuple (IDi, ti,Qi). Then, S returns

SKi := ti W .

• EphemeralSecretReveal(Πt
i j):

– If Πt
i j is test session, then S aborts.

– Otherwise, it returns the ephemeral key to the adversary A .

• Send(Πt
i j,Comm j):

– If Πt
i j is test session, the S sets Commi = αi := U and returns it to A . (Note that in this

case IDi = IDA and ID j = IDB)

– Otherwise, S computes αi by the rule of protocol and sends it to A . S searches the list H list

for a tuple (κ,σ ,P,sP,sid,SN) containing sid such that κ and σ are both valid pre-session
key components with respect to sid (the validity can be checked by the decision oracle of
GBDH problem).
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∗ If it is true, then it stores the new tuple (sid,SN) in SNlist .

∗ else, S picks SN U←− {0,1}µ and stores the new tuple (sid,SN) in SNlist .

• SessionKeyReveal(Πt
i j):

– If Πt
i j is a test session, then S aborts.

– Otherwise, S returns stored value SN in the list SNlist

• Test(Πt
i j):

– If Πt
i j is a test session, then S aborts.

– Otherwise, S chooses r U←− {0,1}µ and gives it to the adversary A .

Let g2 := e(QA,QB). If the adversary A succeeds this test session, then A must have made a query to the
oracle H by the tuple (κ,σ ,P,sP,sid), where κ = gs(a+ηB)

2 , σ = gsaηB
2 , sid = (CommA,CommB, IDA, IDB),

αB(= CommB) = ηBQB. Now, S computes gsηB
2 := e(SKA,αB). Then, it computes the solution of the

given GBDH as BDH(Q,U = aQ,V = bQ,W = sQ) := κ/gsηB
2 = gsa

2 = e(Q,Q)sab. So, the advantage

AdvGBDH
S (λ ) of the simulator S in breaking GBDH problem is at least ς

ε2δ
AdvΠ1

A (λ ), where ς is the
probability of occurrence of this case.

Case 1.2: Similarly, the simulator is given an instance, Q, U = aQ, V = bQ, W = sQ of GBDH problem
for (G,GT ,e,q). Using the advantage of an adversary A against this AKE protocol, S solves (com-
putes e(Q,Q)abs) the GBDH problem. S implicitly sets MSK := {s} (s is unknown to S ) and it picks
p U←− Zq. Then, it publishes PP := {e : G×G→GT ,P := p Q ,sP := p W ,H,H1}. Below, we discuss
only those queries whose answers are different from Case 1.1.

• H1(IDi): Similarly as above, S maintains a list H list
1 which is initially empty and whose entries

are of the form (IDi, ti,Qi). S searches IDi in the list H list
1 to find a tuple (IDi, ti,Qi) containing

IDi.

– If IDi is already there, then S gives the stored value Qi to A .

– Otherwise, if IDi = IDA, S returns U to the adversary A and inserts the new tuple
(A,null,QA := U ) into the list H list

1 .

– Otherwise, if IDi = IDB, S replies V to the adversary A and inserts the new tuple
(B,null,QB := V ) into the list H list

1 .

– Otherwise, S picks a scalar ti
U←− Zq and sets Qi := H1(IDi) = ti Q and then updates the

list H list
1 by inserting (IDi, ti,Qi).

• H(κ,σ ,P,sP,sid): Same as Case 1.1, except for the extra queries of the form (κ,σ ,P,sP,sid =
(CommC,CommA, IDA, IDC)), where IDC is IDA’s peer and may be a fictitious party controlled by
A . S handles this by the same way as it is done for the queries of the form (κ,σ ,P,sP,sid =
(CommC,CommB, IDB, IDC)) in Case 1.1.

• Long-termSecretReveal(IDi):

– If IDi = IDA or IDi = IDB, S aborts.

– Otherwise, S searches IDi in the list H list
1 to find the tuple (IDi, ti,Qi). Then S returns

ti W .
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• Send(Πt
i j,Comm j): S computes αi by the rule of protocol and sends it to A . S picks SN U←−

{0,1}µ and stores the new tuple (sid,SN) in SNlist .

Let g2 := e(QA,QB). If the adversary A wins this game, then it must have made a query to the ora-
cle H by the tuple (κ,σ ,sP,sid), where κ = gs(ηA+ηB)

2 , σ = gsηAηB
2 , sid = (CommA,CommB, IDA, IDB),

αA = ηAQA,αB = ηBQB. Now, S computes gsηB
2 := σ1/ηA and then, calculates gsηA

2 := κ/gsηB
2 . Hence,

it computes the solution of the given GBDH as BDH(Q,U = aQ,V = bQ,W = sQ) := (gsηA
2 )1/ηA = gs

2 =
e(Q,Q)sab. So, the advantage AdvGBDH

S (λ ) of the simulator S in breaking GBDH problem is at least
ς

ε2δ
AdvΠ1

A (λ ), where ς is the probability of occurrence of this case.

Case 2.4 (Forward Secrecy): As usual, S receives the parameters Q, U = aQ, V = bQ, W = sQ
of GBDH problem for (G,GT ,e,q) from the challenger C . S implicitly sets MSK := {s} (s is un-
known to S ) and it picks p U←− Zq. Then, it publishes PP := {e : G×G→ GT ,P := p Q ,sP :=

p W ,H,H1}. For each party IDi, S chooses ti
U←− Zq. It sets the public key as Qi := ti Q and static

key as SKi := sQi. It can easily answer all the queries even including the long term secret keys of all
the parties. S sets αA := tA U = aQA, αB := tB V = bQB. Let g2 := e(QA,QB). Similarly, on suc-
cess of this game, A must have queried the oracle H by a tuple (κ,σ ,P,sP,sid), where κ = gs(a+b)

2 ,
σ = gsab

2 , sid = (CommA,CommB, IDA, IDB). Then, it computes the solution of the given GBDH as
BDH(Q,U = aQ,V = bQ,W = sQ) := σ1/tAtB = e(Q,Q)sab. So, the advantage AdvGBDH

S (λ ) of the sim-

ulator S in breaking GBDH problem is at least ς

ε2δ
AdvΠ1

A (λ ), where ς is the probability of occurrence
of this case.

3.2 eCK Secure ID-Based AKE Protocol with PFS (Π2)

In this section, an ID-based eCK secure AKE protocol with PFS is presented. The extra feature, PFS,
allows the adversary to learn the static key SKA and SKB with similar kind of security guarantee but after
the completion of the test session. Here, the adversary is active and is allowed to choose the message
of its own choice. The computational efficiency of this protocol is almost the same as existing efficient
eCK secure AKE protocols. The protocol is presented in Table 3.
Setup(1λ ): This is almost the same as protocol Π1, except there is an additional hash H2 : {0,1}? →
{0,1}µ in PP.
KeyAgreement: The following is the description of a single round ID-based key exchange protocol
between two parties with identities IDA and IDB.

Pre-Computation : Same as protocol Π1.

Post-Computation : The party IDA picks an ephemeral key ηA
U←− Zq and sets the ephemeral public

key as αA := ηAQA. It also prepares a peer authentication tag γA as γA := H2((gs
2)

ηA ,gs
2, IDA, IDB)

and then sends CommA := (αA,γA) to IDB. Similarly, IDB sends CommB := (αB := ηBQB,γB :=
H2((gs

2)
ηB ,gs

2, IDB, IDA)) to IDA. Upon receiving the message CommB = (αB,γB) from IDB, the

party IDA computes gsηB
2 := e(SKA,αB) and checks γB

?
= H2(g

sηB
2 ,gs

2, IDB, IDA). If the relation
does not hold then, it aborts; otherwise, it computes the pre-session key components2 as κAB :=
gsηA

2 .gsηB
2 = gs(ηA+ηB)

2 , σAB :=(gsηB
2 )ηA = gsηAηB

2 . Finally, IDA computes the session key as SNAB :=
H(κAB, σAB, P, sP, sid), where sid is given by (CommA,CommB, IDA, IDB). Similarly, upon
receiving the message CommA = (αA,γA) from IDA, the party IDB computes gsηA

2 := e(SKB,αA)

2The value gsηA
2 is computed by IDA during the computation of peer authentication tag γA
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and checks γA
?
= H2(g

sηA
2 ,gs

2, IDA, IDB). If it is false, then it aborts; otherwise, it computes the pre-
session key components as κBA := gsηA

2 .gsηB
2 = gs(ηA+ηB)

2 , σBA := (gsηA
2 )ηB = gsηAηB

2 . The session
key is computed as SNBA := H(κBA, σBA, P, sP, sid).

Table 3: Our eCK secure ID-Based AKE Protocol with PFS (Π2)

IDA IDB

QA := H1(IDA),SKA := sQA QB := H1(IDB),SKB := sQB

Pre-Comp: gs
2 := e(SKA,QB) Pre-Comp: gs

2 := e(SKB,QA)

ηA
U←− Zq, αA := ηAQA ηB

U←− Zq, αB := ηBQB

γA := H2((gs
2)

ηA ,gs
2, IDA, IDB) γB := H2((gs

2)
ηB ,gs

2, IDB, IDA)

CommA := (αA,γA)−−−−−−−−−−−−−>
<−−−−−−−−−−−−−CommB := (αB,γB)

gsηB
2 := e(SKA,αB) gsηA

2 := e(SKB,αA)

IDA checks γB
?
= H2(g

sηB
2 ,gs

2, IDB, IDA) IDB checks γA
?
= H2(g

sηA
2 ,gs

2, IDA, IDB)
If it is false, then aborts If it is false, then aborts

κAB := gsηA
2 .gsηB

2 , σAB := (gsηB
2 )ηA κBA := gsηA

2 .gsηB
2 , σBA := (gsηA

2 )ηB

SNAB := H(κAB, σAB, P, sP, sid) SNBA := H(κBA, σBA, P, sP, sid)
sid := (CommA,CommB, IDA, IDB)

Theorem 3.2. The proposed Protocol Π2 is eCK secure with PFS, if the GBDH assumption holds for
(G,GT ,e,q) and H,H1,H2 are random oracles

Proof. The proof of eCK security is almost the same as that of protocol Π1 (theorem 3.1), except for
an extra component involved via the new hash function H2 : {0,1}?→ {0,1}µ that slightly modifies the
proof. In the case analysis, we only briefly discuss those queries and issues whose answers are different
from theorem 3.1.

Case 1.1: As usual, the simulator S receives an instance, Q, U = aQ, V = bQ, W = sQ of GBDH
problem for (G,GT ,e,q) from the challenger C . Using the advantage of an adversary A against this
AKE protocol, S solves (computes e(Q,Q)abs) the GBDH problem. S sets implicitly MSK = {s}(s
is unknown to S ). It chooses p U←− Zq and publishes PP := {e : G×G → GT ,P = p Q ,sP =

p W ,H,H1,H2}.

• H1(IDi): Same as Case 1.1 in theorem 3.1.

• H2(g
sηi
2 ,gs

2, IDi, ID j): S maintains a list H list
2 which is initially empty and whose entries are

of the form (gsηi
2 ,gs

2, IDi, ID j,γi). It searches (gsηi
2 ,gs

2, IDi, ID j) in the list H list
2 to find the tuple

(gsηi
2 ,gs

2, IDi, ID j,γi).

– If it is already there, then S returns the stored value γi to A .

– Otherwise, S picks γi
U←− {0,1}µ and returns it to A and inserts the new tuple

(gsηi
2 ,gs

2, IDi, ID j,γi) into the list H list
2 .
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• H(κ,σ ,P,sP,sid): S first checks the consistency of the messages in sid via their authentication3

tags. If the messages are valid then, it responds in similar manner as in Case 1.1 in theorem 3.1
otherwise, S chooses SN U←− {0,1}µ and replies the value SN to A and updates the list H list

with the new entry (κ,σ ,P,sP,sid,SN).

• EstablishParty(IDi): Same as Case 1.1 in theorem 3.1.

• Long-termSecretReveal(IDi): Same as Case 1.1 in theorem 3.1.

• EphemeralSecretReveal(Πt
i j): Same as Case 1.1 in theorem 3.1.

• Send(Πt
i j,Comm j): Let g2 := e(Qi,Q j). The simulator S first checks the consistency of the mes-

sage Comm j = (α j,γ j) using either static key SKi or the decision oracle of GBDH problem (in
case of without having SKi). If it is not consistent, then S aborts.

– If Πt
i j is test session, the simulator S sets αi := U and γi := H2(gsa

2 ,gs
2, IDi, ID j)

U←−
{0,1}µ and returns the message Commi := (αi,γi) to A . S updates the list H list

2 by the
tuple (null,gs

2, IDi, ID j,γi). (Note that in this case IDi = IDA and ID j = IDB). Also, the
point to be noted that S could not compute gsa

2 := e(QA,QB)
sa as it neither knows SKB nor

the ephemeral key a. If later, A queries with the tuple (g∗2,g
s
2, IDA, IDB) to the oracle H2, then

it can recognize whether g∗2
?
= gsa

2 via the decision oracle test DBDH(Q,U,V,W,g∗2)
?
= gsa

2 . If

it is true, S returns the stored value γA otherwise, return r U←− {0,1}µ to A and updates the
list H2 with the new entry (g∗2,g

s
2, IDA, IDB,r).

– Otherwise, S computes Commi := (αi := ηiQi,γi := H2(g
sηi
2 ,gs

2, IDi, ID j)
U←− {0,1}µ) by

the rule of protocol, updates the H list
2 by the tuple (gsηi

2 ,gs
2, IDi, ID j,γi) and sends it to A . S

picks SN U←− {0,1}µ and stores the new tuple (sid,SN) in SNlist .

• SessionKeyReveal(Πt
i j): Same as Case 1.1 in theorem 3.1.

• Test(Πt
i j): Same as Case 1.1 in theorem 3.1.

The rest of Case 1.1 follows from that of Case 1.1 of theorem 3.1.

Case 1.2: As earlier, the simulator is given an instance, Q, U = aQ, V = bQ, W = sQ of GBDH
problem for (G,GT ,e,q). With the help of an adversary A against this AKE protocol, S solves (com-
putes e(Q,Q)abs) the GBDH problem. S implicitly sets MSK := {s} (s is unknown to S ) and it picks
p U←− Zq. Then, it publishes PP := {e : G×G→ GT ,P := p Q ,sP := p W ,H,H1,H2}. Below, we
discuss only those queries whose answers are different from Case 1.1.

• H1(IDi): Same as Case 1.2 of theorem 3.1.

• H(κ,σ ,P,sP,sid): Same as Case 1.1, except for the extra queries of the form (κ,σ ,P,sP,sid =
(CommC,CommA, IDA, IDC)), where IDC is IDA’s peer and may be a fictitious party controlled by
A . S handles this by the same way as it is done for the queries of the form (κ,σ ,P,sP,sid =
(CommC,CommB, IDB, IDC)) in Case 1.1.

• Long-termSecretReveal(IDi):

– If IDi = IDA or IDi = IDB, S aborts.
3This can be checked either by the key(s) SKi (and/or SK j) or the decision oracle of GBDH problem
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– Otherwise, S searches IDi in the list H list
1 to find the tuple (IDi, ti,Qi). Then S returns

ti W .

• Send(Πt
i j,Comm j): S first checks the consistency of the message Comm j. If it is not, then S

aborts, otherwise, S computes Commi := (αi := ηiQi,γi := H2(g
sηi
2 ,gs

2, IDi, ID j)
U←− {0,1}µ) by

the rule of protocol, updates the H list
2 by the tuple (gsηi

2 ,gs
2, IDi, ID j,γi) and sends it to A . S picks

SN U←− {0,1}µ and stores the new tuple (sid,SN) in SNlist .

The rest of Case 1.2 follows from that of Case 1.2 of theorem 3.1.

Case 2.4 (Forward Secrecy): This is almost the same as Case 2.4 of theorem 3.1 except, here will
be the peer authentication tags γA and γB respectively in CommA and CommB.

Perfect Forward Secrecy: This is almost the same as Case 2.4 except, the adversary A is involved
actively to choose the message of its own choice and is allowed to learn the static keys SKA and
SKB respectively of IDA and IDB but after the completion of test session. As usual, the simulator
S is given an instance, Q, U = aQ, V = bQ, W = sQ of GBDH problem for (G,GT ,e,q). With
the help of adversary A against this AKE protocol, S solves (computes e(Q,Q)abs) the BDH prob-
lem. S implicitly sets MSK := {s} (s is unknown to S ) and it picks p U←− Zq. Then, it publishes

PP := {e : G×G→GT ,P := p Q ,sP := p W ,H,H1,H2}. For each party IDi, S chooses ti
U←− Zq. It

sets the public key as Qi := ti Q and static key as SKi := sQi. S can easily answer all the queries even
including the static keys of all the parties but the keys SKA and SKB are given to A after the completion
of test session.

Let sid = (CommA,CommB, IDA, IDB) be the session chosen by A during the test phase. We claim
that both the messages CommA and CommB could not be created by the adversary A itself as he is
unaware of SKA and SKB. In fact, let αB = ηBQB,γB = H2(g

sηB
2 ,gs

2, IDB, IDA). Here, A essentially
could not compute gs

2 := e(QA,QB)
s = e(Q,Q)stAtB (it gives the solution of BDH instance, Q, tAQ, tBQ,sQ,

which would contradict the hypothesis).
Therefore, both the messages could be computed by the simulator S , itself. So, S sets αA :=

tA U = aQA,γA :=H2(gsa
2 ,gs

2, IDA, IDB)
U←−{0,1}µ ,αB := tB V = bQB,γB :=H2(gsb

2 ,gs
2, IDB, IDA)

U←−
{0,1}µ during the send query by A . If A succeeds this test session, then, it must have queried the oracle
H by a tuple (κ,σ ,P,sP,sid), where κ = gs(a+b)

2 , σ = gsab
2 , sid = (CommA,CommB, IDA, IDB). Then, it

computes the solution of the given GBDH as BDH(Q,U = aQ,V = bQ,W = sQ) := σ1/tAtB = e(Q,Q)sab,
a contradiction.

3.3 eCK Secure ID-Based AKE Protocol with MFS (Π3)

An ID-based eCK secure AKE protocol with MFS from GBDH problem is described here. Note that
we separate out the MFS part from the definition of eCK security. This protocol achieves the same
computational cost in G as compared to the existing most efficient eCK secure AKE protocols in random
oracle model.
Setup(1λ ): Same as protocol Π1
KeyAgreement: The following is the description of a single round ID-based key exchange protocol
between two parties with identities IDA and IDB.

Pre-Computation : Same as protocol Π1.
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Post-Computation : Almost the same as protocol Π1, except there will be an additional component
βA := ηAP (resp. βB := ηBP) in CommA (resp. CommB). The session key is computed as SNAB :=
H(κAB, σAB, τAB, sP, sid), where τAB := ηAβB. Similarly, SNBA is computed. For details, see the
Table 4.

Table 4: Our eCK secure ID-Based AKE Protocol with MFS (Π3)

IDA IDB
QA := H1(IDA),SKA := sQA QB := H1(IDB),SKB := sQB
Pre-Comp: gs

2 := e(SKA,QB) Pre-Comp: gs
2 := e(SKB,QA)

ηA
U←− Zq, αA := ηAQA, β := ηAP ηB

U←− Zq, αB := ηBQB, βB := ηBP
CommA := (αA,βA)−−−−−−−−−−−−−>
<−−−−−−−−−−−−−CommB := (αB,βB)

gsηB
2 := e(SKA,αB) gsηA

2 := e(SKB,αA)
κAB := (gs

2)
ηA .gsηB

2 , σAB := (gsηB
2 )ηA , τAB := ηAβB κBA := gsηA

2 .(gs
2)

ηB , σBA := (gsηA
2 )ηB , τBA := ηBβA

SNAB := H(κAB, σAB, τAB, P, sP, sid) SNBA := H(κBA, σBA, τBA, P, sP, sid)
sid := (CommA,CommB, IDA, IDB)

Theorem 3.3. If the GBDH assumption holds for (G,GT ,e,q), the CDH assumption holds for (G,q)
and H,H1 are random oracles, then the proposed Protocol Π3 is eCK secure with MFS.

Proof. The proof technique is almost the same as that of protocol Π1 (Theorem 3.1), except that there
will be additional message component and pre-session key component that can be handled in similar
manner as in Theorem 3.1. Another exception is Case 2.4 which handles here the master forward se-
crecy from the CDH problem. Therefore, in the following, we only discuss the analysis of Case 2.4.

Case 2.4 (Master Forward Secrecy): The simulator S is given an instance, P,U := aP,V := bP of the
CDH problem for (G,q). With the help of an adversary A against this AKE protocol, S solves (com-
putes abP) the CDH problem. S picks a scalar s U←−{0,1} as MSK and it publishes PP := {e :G×G→
GT , P ,s P ,H,H1}. For each party IDi, S chooses ti

U←− Zq. It sets the public key as Qi := ti P and
static key as SKi := sQi. S can easily answer all the queries even including the static keys of all the
parties as well as MSK. S sets αA := tA U = aQA, βA := U , αB := tB V = bQB, βB := V during
the send query by A . If A succeeds this test session, then, it must have queried the oracle H by a tuple
(κ,σ ,τ,P,sP,sid), where κ = gs(a+b)

2 , σ = gsab
2 , τ = abP, sid = (CommA,CommB, IDA, IDB). Therefore,

it computes the solution of the given CDH as CDH(P,U = aP,V = bP) := τ = abP.

3.4 eCK Secure ID-Based AKE Protocol with MPFS (Π4)

We present here an ID-based eCK secure AKE protocol with Master PFS. The Master PFS guarantees
the security of past sessions of the AKE protocol, even after the exposure of MSK to the adversary, i.e.,
the adversary may know the master secret key MSK but after the completion of test session. In this case,
the adversary is forbidden to query the ephemeral keys of either side of the test session. This protocol is
given in Table 5.

Setup(1λ ): Same as protocol Π2.
KeyAgreement: The following is the description of a single round ID-based key exchange protocol
between two parties with identities IDA and IDB.
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Table 5: Our eCK secure ID-Based AKE Protocol with MPFS (Π4)

IDA IDB

QA := H1(IDA),SKA := sQA QB := H1(IDB),SKB := sQB

Pre-Comp: gs
2 := e(SKA,QB), f s

A := e(QA,sP) Pre-Comp: gs
2 := e(SKB,QA), f s

B := e(QB,sP)

ηA
U←− Zq, αA := ηAQA, βA := ηAP ηB

U←− Zq, αB := ηBQB, βB := ηBP
γA := H2((gs

2)
ηA ,gs

2,( f s
A)

ηA , IDA, IDB) γB := H2((gs
2)

ηB ,gs
2,( f s

B)
ηB , IDB, IDA)

CommA := (αA,βA,γA)−−−−−−−−−−−−−>
<−−−−−−−−−−−−−CommB := (αB,βB,γB)

gsηB
2 := e(SKA,αB), f sηB

B := e(αB,sP) gsηA
2 := e(SKB,αA), f sηA

A := e(αA,sP)
IDA checks two relations below IDB checks two relations below

DBDH(P,sP,βB = ηBP,QB, f sηB
B )

?
= 1 DBDH(P,sP,βA = ηAP,QA, f sηA

A )
?
= 1

γB
?
= H2(g

sηB
2 ,gs

2, f sηB
B , IDB, IDA) γA

?
= H2(g

sηA
2 ,gs

2, f sηA
A , IDA, IDB)

If at least one of them is false, then aborts If at least one of them is false, then aborts
κAB := gsηA

2 .gsηB
2 , τAB := ηAβB κBA := gsηA

2 .gsηB
2 , τBA := ηBβA

SNAB := H(κAB, τAB, P, sP, sid) SNBA := H(κBA, τBA, P, sP, sid)
sid := (CommA,CommB, IDA, IDB)

Pre-Computation : Let g2 := e(QA,QB). Now the parties IDA and IDB respectively compute gs
2 :=

e(SKA,QB), f s
A := e(QA,sP) and gs

2 := e(SKB,QA), f s
B := e(QB,sP). (This is independent of

ephemeral key)

Post-Computation : The party IDA picks an ephemeral key ηA
U←− Zq and sets the ephemeral public

keys as αA := ηAQA, βA := ηAP. It also prepares an authentication tag γA := H2((gs
2)

ηA ,gs
2,( f s

A)
ηA

, IDA, IDB) and then sends CommA := (αA,βA,γA) to IDB. Similarly, the party IDB sends the
message CommB := (αB :=ηBQB,βB :=ηBP,γB :=H2((gs

2)
ηB ,gs

2,( f s
B)

ηB , IDB, IDA)) to IDA. Upon
receiving CommB = (αB,βB,γB) from IDB, the party IDA computes gsηB

2 := e(SKA,αB), f sηB
B :=

e(sP,αB) and checks the following two relations:

DBDH(P,sP,ηBP,QB, f sηB
B )

?
= 1 and γB

?
= H2(g

sηB
2 ,gs

2, f sηB
B , IDB, IDA)

If at least one of them does not hold, then, it aborts; otherwise, it computes the pre-session key
components as κAB := gsηA

2 .gsηB
2 = gs(ηA+ηB)

2 , τAB := ηAβB = ηAηBP. Finally, IDA computes the
session key as SNAB := H(κAB, τAB, P, sP, sid), where sid has its usual meaning. Similarly, Upon
receiving the message CommA = (αA,βA,γA) from IDA, the party IDB can compute the session key
as SNBA := H(κBA, τBA, P, sP, sid).

Theorem 3.4. If the GBDH assumption holds for (G,GT ,e,q), the CDH assumption holds for (G,q)
and H,H1,H2 are random oracles, then the proposed Protocol Π4 is eCK secure with Master FPS.

Proof. eCK security proof is similar to those of Theorems 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3, except, the Case 1.2 where
the component σ is no more involved, is handled slightly differently.

Case 1.2: S is given an instance, Q,U := aQ,V := bQ,W := sQ of the GBDH problem. It sets
QA := U ,QB := V . For other party with identity IDi, it chooses ti

U←− Zq and sets Qi := ti Q

and SKi := ti W . All the usual queries can be handled as in earlier case. During test phase, let
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sid = (CommA,CommB, IDA, IDB) be chosen by A as test session, where αA = ηAQA,βA = ηAP,γA =
H2(g

sηA
2 ,gs

2, f sηA
A , IDA, IDB) and similarly, the part of CommB. Now, we claim that neither CommA nor

CommB are computed by A itself. Suppose A computes CommA, then the tuple (gsηA
2 ,gs

2, f sηA
A , IDA, IDB)

must have been queried by A to H2 oracle to get γA, i.e., S returns the solution gs
2 := e(QA,QB)

s :=
e(Q,Q)sab of the given GBDH problem, which is a contradiction. So, both the messages CommA and
CommB are actually computed by S , i.e., he knows the ephemeral keys ηA and ηB. If A succeeds
this test session, then, it must have done a query to the oracle H by the tuple (κ,τ,P,sP,sid), where
κ = gs(ηA+ηB)

2 , τ = ηAηBP, sid = (CommA,CommB, IDA, IDB). Therefore, it computes the solution of the
given GBDH as BDH(Q,U := aQ,V := bQ,W := sQ) := κ1/(ηA+ηB) = e(Q,Q)sab.

Master Perfect Forward Secrecy: This is almost the same as Mater Forward Secrecy (Case 2.4 of
theorem 3.3) except that the adversary A is involved actively in choosing the message of its own choice
and is allowed to learn the static keys SKA, SKB as well as the MSK but after the completion of the test
session. The simulator S is given an instance, P,U = aP,V = bP of the CDH problem for (G,GT ,e,q).
With the help of an adversary A against this AKE protocol, S solves (computes abP) the CDH problem.
S picks a scalar s U←−{0,1} as MSK and it publishes PP := {e : G×G→GT , P ,s P ,H,H1,H2}. For

each party IDi, S chooses ti
U←− Zq. It sets the public key as Qi := ti P and static key as SKi := sQi. S

can easily answer all the queries even including the static keys of all the parties and MSK but the keys
SKA, SKB and MSK are given to A after the completion of test session.

Let sid = (CommA,CommB, IDA, IDB) be the session chosen by A during test phase. We claim that
both the messages CommA and CommB could not be created by the adversary A itself as he is unaware
of MSK = s. In fact, let αB = ηBQB,γB = H2(g

sηB
2 ,gs

2, f sηB
B , IDB, IDA). As earlier, A essentially could

not compute gs
2 := e(QA,QB)

s = e(P,P)stAtB (which is the solution of BDH instance, P, tAP, tBP,sP, a
contradiction).

Therefore, both the messages must be computed by the simulator S . So, it sets αA := tA U =

aQA, βA := U , γA := H2(gsa
2 ,gs

2, f sa
A , IDA, IDB)

U←− {0,1}µ for message CommA and it sets αB :=

tB V = bQB, βB := V , γB := H2(gsb
2 ,gs

2, f sb
B , IDB, IDA)

U←− {0,1}µ for CommB during the send query
by A . If A succeeds this test session, then, it must have queried the oracle H by a tuple (κ,τ,P,sP,sid),
where κ = gs(a+b)

2 , τ = abP, sid = (CommA,CommB, IDA, IDB). Then, it computes the solution of the
given CDH as CDH(P,U = aP,V = bP) := τ = abP.

3.5 eCK Secure ID-Based AKE Protocol with MPFS (Π5)

In this section, we propose an ID-based eCK secure AKE protocol with MPFS which requires less pairing
computations than the previous eCK secure protocol with MPFS (Π4).

Setup(1λ ): Same as protocol Π2.
KeyAgreement: The following is the description of a single round ID-based key exchange protocol
between two parties with identities IDA and IDB.

Pre-Computation : Same as protocol Π2.

Post-Computation : For details, see the Table 6.

Theorem 3.5. If the GBDH assumption holds for (G,GT ,e,q), the CDH assumption holds for (G,q)
and H,H1,H2 are random oracles, then the proposed Protocol Π5 is eCK secure with Master FPS.

Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 3.4.
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Table 6: Our eCK secure ID-Based AKE Protocol with MPFS (Π5)

IDA IDB

QA := H1(IDA),SKA := sQA QB := H1(IDB),SKB := sQB

Pre-Comp: gs
2 := e(SKA,QB) Pre-Comp: gs

2 := e(SKB,QA)

ηA
U←− Zq, αA := ηAQA, βA := ηAP ηB

U←− Zq, αB := ηBQB, βB := ηBP
γA := H2((gs

2)
ηA ,gs

2, IDA, IDB) γB := H2((gs
2)

ηB ,gs
2, IDB, IDA)

CommA := (αA,βA,γA)−−−−−−−−−−−−−>
<−−−−−−−−−−−−−CommB := (αB,βB,γB)

gsηB
2 := e(SKA,αB), f sηB

B := e(αB,sP) gsηA
2 := e(SKB,αA), f sηA

A := e(αA,sP)
IDA checks two relations below IDB checks two relations below

DBDH(P,sP,ηBP,QB, f sηB
B )

?
= 1 DBDH(P,sP,ηAP,QA, f sηA

A )
?
= 1

γB
?
= H2(g

sηB
2 ,gs

2, IDB, IDA) γA
?
= H2(g

sηA
2 ,gs

2, IDA, IDB)
If at least one of them is false, then aborts If at least one of them is false, then aborts

κAB := gsηA
2 .gsηB

2 , τAB := ηAβB κBA := gsηA
2 .gsηB

2 , τBA := ηBβA

SNAB := H(κAB, τAB, P, sP, sid) SNBA := H(κBA, τBA, P, sP, sid)
sid := (CommA,CommB, IDA, IDB)

3.6 eCK Secure ID-based AKE Protocol with MPFS (Π6)

The protocols Π4 and Π5 described above require one decisional oracle test to authenticate the peer. But,
still we do not know the cost of that test, i.e., whether its cost is more than a pairing or not. Therefore,
this leads the confusion regarding the computational comparison of the protocols, one which involves
the decisional test and other which does not. To resolve that issue, we propose an eCK secure ID-based
AKE protocol with Master Perfect Forward Secrecy without the decisional oracle test.
Setup(1λ ): Same as protocol Π2.
KeyAgreement: The following is the description of a single round ID-based key exchange protocol
between two parties with identities IDA and IDB.

Pre-Computation : Same as protocol Π2.

Post-Computation : For details, see the Table 7.

Theorem 3.6. If the GBDH assumption holds for (G,GT ,e,q), CDH assumption holds for (G,q) and
H,H1,H2 are random oracles, then the proposed Protocol Π6 is eCK secure with Master FPS.

Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 3.4.
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Table 7: Our eCK secure ID-Based AKE Protocol with MPFS (Π6)

IDA IDB

QA := H1(IDA),SKA := sQA QB := H1(IDB),SKB := sQB

Pre-Comp: gs
2 := e(SKA,QB) Pre-Comp: gs

2 := e(SKB,QA)

ηA
U←− Zq, αA := ηAQA, βA := ηAP ηB

U←− Zq, αB := ηBQB, βB := ηBP
γA := H2((gs

2)
ηA ,gs

2, IDA, IDB) γB := H2((gs
2)

ηB ,gs
2, IDB, IDA)

CommA := (αA,βA,γA)−−−−−−−−−−−−−>
<−−−−−−−−−−−−−CommB := (αB,βB,γB)

gsηB
2 := e(SKA,αB) gsηA

2 := e(SKB,αA)
IDA checks two relations below IDB checks two relations below

e(αB,P)
?
= e(βB,QB) e(αA,P)

?
= e(βA,QA)

γB
?
= H2(g

sηB
2 ,gs

2, IDB, IDA) γA
?
= H2(g

sηA
2 ,gs

2, IDA, IDB)
If at least one of them is false, then aborts If at least one of them is false, then aborts

κAB := gsηA
2 .gsηB

2 , τAB := ηAβB κBA := gsηA
2 .gsηB

2 , τBA := ηBβA

SNAB := H(κAB, τAB, P, sP, sid) SNBA := H(κBA, τBA, P, sP, sid)
sid := (CommA,CommB, IDA, IDB)

4 Conclusion

We have proposed, in the ID-based setting, single round eCK secure AKE protocols with PFS and MPFS
from the GBDH problem. These seem to be the first such schemes. To construct these protocols, we have
used the peer authentication mechanism, whereby Bob can verify Alice’s message with only his static
key. Due to this authentication mechanism, our schemes seem to achieve good efficiency.
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